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Original Series Treasury Numbers

THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

Evolution of Treasury Serial
Numbering on National Bank Notes

LOSELY examine the $5 Brown Back that illustrates
this article. Your eyes have not deceived you—it does
carry treasury serial number Al. Not only that, it is

from p ate A. Yes, it is the very first $5 Brown Back.
Dean Oakes owns the note. He purchased it several years

ago after it made the rounds through several hands who let it
slip by unappreciated. What makes the note truly remarkable
is the fact that it is heavily circulated. It was not saved as a
keepsake from its original shipment by some banker. Rather,
it saw active circulation before it was retrieved. Under those
circumstances, the odds that it survived are infinitesimal.

Bank serial number 1 Brown Backs are not particularly
scarce, just highly desired. However, this is the only National
Bank note from any series that I know of with treasury serial
I. That it is also the very first in its series makes it even more
significant.

By the time the Brown Backs were issued, treasury serials
cycled from I to 1,000,000. This was not always the case.
This article will show you how the treasury serial numbering
system developed to create Dean's great note. Incidentally, no
treasury serial 1,000,000 note has turned up in any series yet.

Innovations

Treasury serial numbering on First Charter National
Bank notes evolved into a rather standardized system during
the later part of the Original Series issues. By the beginning of
the Series of 1875, convention dictated the use of treasury
serials having a prefix letter, and each set of numbers began
with 1 and ended with 1,000,000. Although each different
sheet combination cycled through its own numbering se-
quence, the same basic numbering system was shared among
the various combinations. Treasury numbering skips within
the number sets had totally ceased during the late Original
Series issues. Also, the color of the treasury serials was
standardized to dark red for all Series of 1875 notes.

Arriving at these uniform conditions appears to have
been a combination of innovations and more importantly a
heavy reliance by the Comptroller of the Currency on the use
of treasury serials in auditing shipments. Written notations in
the treasury serial number ledgers, in addition to audit notes
in the margins, indicate that verification was facilitated by
continuity of and completeness within the treasury serial
number sets. This article will illustrate with two examples just
how rigid the treasury numbering system became, and how
seriously it was taken in successive decades.

Before arriving at that point, it is most interesting and
instructive to chronicle the numbering of Original Series notes
and to observe the changes that the numbering system went
through.

In Table 1, I have listed the first and last notes printed
within each set of treasury numbers in the $5 Original Series
issues. Remember that the treasury serials, treasury seal,
and—beginning in 1873—the charter numbers were over-
printed on the sheets by the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing. All the other printing steps, including affixing the bank
serials, were done by the private bank note companies. This
fact explains the differences that you can observe between the
styles and colors when you compare the bank and treasury
serials on Original Series notes.

The first thing you may notice on Table 1 is that the
treasury serials for all except the last $5 Original Series num-
ber sets began with "9" instead of "1". I highly suspect that
this was conceived as a means to force the clerks to differ-
entiate between the out-of-phase treasury numbers and bank
serials when they were logging the sheets through the system.
The beginning treasury serial varied for each sheet combin-
ation. For example, the first treasury serial used on the
500-1000 combination was 113. I did not discern any par-
ticular pattern to the beginning serials for the various sheet
combinations, although there may have been one.

Notice on Table 1 that they began the first 5-5-5-5 treas-
ury number set with unprefixed red numbers. This was fol-
lowed by an unprefixed blue set, which was in turn followed
by a third prefixed set that emerged as the standard format.
As numbering progressed, brackets were added to formally
terminate the treasury numbers, and when the prefix letters
became standard, a non-letter suffix character was used to
terminate the number.

Notice in Table 1 that only two bank printings over-
lapped different treasury serial number sets during the
Original Series 5-5-5-5 issues. These cases involved Bangor,
Maine, in 1863, and St. Louis, Missouri, in 1865. The
changeover pair in the Bangor case consisted of the wonder-
fully unique red 999651 to blue 9 pair. This would have been
quite a pair of sheets to have been able to buy at $40 in the
mid-1860's! Notice it would have consecutive bank serials.

A minor point that emerges from Table 1 is that print-
ings were carefully limited to even multiples of 100 sheets
early in the series. Later this dropped to multiples of 50, and
eventually to multiples of 25. This practice was abandoned
during the Series of 1875.

Skipped Numbers

A subtle fact not shown on Table I was the practice of
skipping treasury serials. To illustrate this, I have listed on
Table 2 every ledger entry for the little used 1-1-2-2 sheet
combination. If you examine the treasury serials for the year
1866, you will find that there are skips each time notes for a
different bank were numbered. Furthermore, the skips always
involved seven unused numbers. This practice pervades the
treasury serial numbering for all the little-used sheet combin-
ations and gradually died out toward the end of the Original
Series issues. In the case of the 500-1000 sheet combination,
treasury serials 113 through 2741 were used; however, within
this sequence there was a total of 28 skips of seven numbers
each. The auditors had to count these up and subtract them
each time they verified the total 500-1000 delivery to the
Comptroller.
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Dean Oakes' $5 Brown Back with treasury serial number Al from plate position A.
This is the first $5 Brown Back issued, and remains the only known National Bank
note with treasury serial number 1.

Prefix Letters

Another little-known fact is that a decision was made
about 1869 to use prefix letters on all treasury serials. The
treasury serial ledgers reveal that suddenly a prefix letter was
chosen—rather arbitrarily from the alphabet—and used
from that point onward for each of the little-used sheet com-
binations. In the case of the 500-1000 sheet combination, the
prefix K was used, and was added beginning with serial
K2258. Therefore, the total Original Series 500-1000 issue
consisted of red serials 113-2257, and K2258-K2741. Within
this range, 28 skips of seven numbers, or 196 treasury
numbers were not used.

On Table 2, you can see that the odd 1-1-2-2 sheet com-
bination was differentiated from the 1-1-1-2 issues by the use
of the blue numbers prefixed by the letter A. Consequently, it
is easy to spot notes from the 1-1-2-2 combination. I do not
recall ever seeing such a note.

Standardization

Notice that by the beginning of the Series of 1875 all
sheet combinations began with red Al. From Table 1, you
can see that the Bureau was using an incomplete alphabet.
Most interesting is the fact that when they finally used up the
Z set, they were forced to revert to the unused Y to complete
the series. This fact caused me some concern a few years ago
when I was recording First Charter $5's from the Stockman's
National Bank of Cheyenne. What I found were notes with
bank serials in the Y treasury set which were higher than
those associated with the Z set. The same thing happened
with the Brown Backs as shown on Table 3. The T and M sets
were printed after the Z set.

The revealing find in all of this was the fact that each of
the complete Series of 1875 and later treasury serial number
sets ended with number 1,000,000. I have never seen one of
these notes but quite a number of them were made right into
the 1902 series. Notice on Table I that every Series of 1875
5-5-5-5 treasury serial changeover pair occurred internally
within a specific bank's printing. Such a pair would have
been a great find at the time.

It is important to point out that National Gold Bank is-
sues did not have independent treasury numbering systems.

Rather, the Gold Bank notes were interspersed with the
regular nationals within the number sets for the respective
sheet combinations.

Violated Procedures

The most interesting ledger entry I discovered in the
5-5-5-5 Series of 1875 books involved those shown on Table
4. Notice that someone mistakenly ran past the K1,000,000
serial. By this time, the full set system was so entrenched that
this error wrecked the bookkeeping system. The result was
that the Comptroller returned the two printings and requested
that they be numbered properly. The error was corrected later
in the N set. In the meantime, the National Bank of Cam-
bridge, Maryland by default won the K1000000-N1 change-
over pair as shown on Table 1 instead of it going to the Cecil
National Bank of Fort Deposit, Indiana.

Another instance developed which was most interesting
but more complicated. During the 5-5-5-5 Brown Back issues,
125 sheets for the First National Bank of Muscogee, Okla-
homa, charter 4385, were printed with bank serials 1-125 and
treasury serials U978484U-U978608U. The Comptroller
logged these in only to discover that they all contained some
error. They were cancelled by the Comptroller, and replace-
ments were requested from the Bureau. Notice, however, that
the treasury serials on the error sheets were already logged in
on the receiving ledgers. As requested, the Bureau reprinted
the sheets using the identical bank and treasury serials as on
the original shipment. When these replacements were deliv-
ered, the Comptroller had a duplicate U978484U-U978608U
entry to deal with. Well, that caused all kinds of conster-
nation. The upshot of this flap was that a curt letter went to
the Bureau asking them never to re-use treasury serials. Also,
for the sake of bookkeeping, the Bureau was kindly requested
to drop an equal number of treasury serials so that the books
would finally balance! By this time, the same thing had hap-
pened with 625 sheets of 5-5-5-5 notes for the Pierce City
National Bank of Missouri, so there were 750 duplicated
treasury serials on the 5-5-5-5 ledgers. To accommodate the
Comptroller, the Bureau eventually dropped treasury serials
V207839V-V208588V from use. A letter dated April 7, 1908
confirming this adjustment is pasted in the ledger—undoubt-
edly it is in there so that future auditors could understand just
what had happened ! The Bureau letter also mentions an
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Table 1. The first and last National Bank Notes printed in each group of treasury serial numbers used for the Original
Series and Series of 1875 5-5-5-5 sheet combination. The date is the day when the sheets were received by the

Comptroller of the Currency from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

Bank Treasury

Date Bank Charter Serial Serial

ORIGINAL SERIES

Dec	 18,	 1863 First NB, Washington, DC (26) 1 9 (red)

Jul	 28,	 1863 First NB, Bangor, Maine (112) 5500 999651

Jul	 29,	 1863 First NB, Bangor, Maine (112) 5501 9 (blue)

Jan	 23,	 1865 Eliot NB, Boston, Massachusetts (536) 7500 999870

Jan	 24,	 1865 Suffolk NB, Boston, Massachusetts (629) 1 A9

May 15,	 1865 Mechanics NB, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (700) 11000 A999976

May 16, 1865 Continental NB of Boston, Massachusetts (524) 2501 B9

Aug 15,	 1865 St. Louis NB, St. Louis, Missouri (1112) 6500 B999715

Aug 15,	 1865 St. Louis NB, St. Louis, Missouri (1112) 6501 C9

Nov 17,	 1865 NB, Lancaster, Kentucky (1493) 500 C999588

Nov 17,	 1865 Fulton NB, New York, New York (1497) 1 D9

Jul	 6,	 1867 Metropolitan NB, New York, New York (1121) 6000 D999617

Jul	 6,	 1867 Shawmut NB, Boston, Massachusetts (682) 3501 E9

Mar 11,	 1871 Merchants NB, Dayton, Ohio (1788) 3000 E999847

Mar 11,	 1871 Claremont NB, Claremont, New Hampshire (596) 2751 H9

Apr	 1,	 1872 First NB, Pawtucket, Rhode Island (843) 5000 H999925

Apr	 I,	 1872 First NB, New Albany, Indiana (775) 5751 K9

May 14, 1873 Second NB, Scranton, Pennsylvania (49) 6000 K999980

May 14, 1873 First NB, Hastings, Minnesota (496) 1001 L9

May	 6, 1874 NB, Pontiac, Illinois (2141) 2250 L999678

(the above is a black charter bank)

May	 6, 1874 Pomeroy NB, Pomeroy, Ohio (1980) 2001 N9
Dec 16,	 1874 First NB, Warren, Pennsylvania (520) 4750 N999818
Dec	 16,	 1874 Second NB, Monmouth, Illinois (2205) 1 P9
May 19, 1875 American NB, Providence, Rhode Island (1472) 31225 P999772
May 19, 1875 Manufacturers NB, Amsterdam, New York (2239) 1 Ul
Aug 11,	 1875 Commercial and Farmers NB, Baltimore, Md (1303) 17525 U547896

SERIES OF 1875

Sep	 17,	 1875 Farmers NB, Franklin, Ohio (2285) 1 A 1
(the above is mistakenly listed as Pennsylvania in the ledger)

May 16,	 1876 Manufacturers NB, Appleton, Wisconsin (1820) 70 A1000000
May 16, 1876 Manufacturers NB, Appleton, Wisconsin (1820) 71 B1
Jan	 16,	 1877 NB of the Republic, Boston, Massachusetts (379) 4830 B1000000
Jan	 16,	 1877 NB of the Republic, Boston, Massachusetts (379) 4831 DI
Oct	 19,	 1877 Hanover NB, New York, New York (1352) 4130 D1000O00
Oct	 19,	 1877 Hanover NB, New York, New York (1352) 4131 El
Nov	 9,	 1878 Second NB, Elmira, New York (149) 4875 E1000000
Nov	 9, 1878 Second NB, Elmira, New York (149) 4876 HI
Nov 20, 1879 First NB, Monroeville, Ohio (2438) 1655 H1000000
Nov 20, 1879 First NB, Monroeville, Ohio (2438) 1656 K1
Jan	 15,	 1881 NB, Cambridge, Maryland (2498) 195 K1000000
Jan	 15,	 1881 NB, Cambridge, Maryland (2498) 196 NI
Oct	 8,	 1881 Union NB, Cincinnati, Ohio (2549) 4380 N1000000
Oct	 8,	 1881 Union NB, Cincinnati, Ohio (2549) 4381 Ul
Aug	 9, 1882 Marine NB, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (2237) 4796 U1000000
Aug	 9, 1882 Marine NB, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (2237) 4797 VI
Sep	 28,	 1883 NB, Slatington, Pennsylvania (2293) 5671 V1000000
Sep	 28,	 1883 NB, Slatington, Pennsylvania (2293) 5672 XI
Jul	 9,	 1885 Citizens NB, Crawfordsville, Indiana (2533) 4159 X1000000
Jul	 9,	 1885 Citizens NB, Crawfordsville, Indiana (2533) 4160 ZI
Jul	 19,	 1893 Manufacturers NB, Baltimore, Maryland (2623) 3602 Z1000000
Jul	 19,	 1893 Manufacturers NB, Baltimore, Maryland (2623) 3603 Y1
Feb 20, 1902 Commercial NB, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (2711) 3000 Y587088

(last sheet issued to this bank was 2986 - Y587074)

Data from ledgers showing currency received by the Comptroller of the Currency.
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Table 2. Complete record of 1-1-2-2 First Charter sheets delivered to the Comptroller of the Currency.

Date Bank	 Charter

ORIGINAL SERIES

Bank Serials Treasury Serials

1866 Sep 20 City NB, Manchester, New Hampshire (1520) 1 -	 1000 A141 -	 A1140 blue
29 Merchants NB, Bangor, Maine (1437) 1 -	 1000 A1148 -	 A2147

Oct	 3 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 1 -	 1000 A2155 -	 A3154
9 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 1001 -	 3350 A3155 -	 A5504

10 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 1 -	 1800 A5512 -	 A7311
13 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 1801 -	 2800 A73I2 -	 A8311
15 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 2801 -	 3800 A8312 -	 A9311
18 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 3801 -	 5000 A9312 - A10511

1870 Apr 30 Merchants NB, Bangor, Maine (1437) 1001 -	 1350 A10512 - A10861
1871	 Jan	 11 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 3351 -	 4350 A10862 - A11861

Feb	 4 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 5001 -	 7000 A11862 - A13861
8 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 7001 -	 8000 A13862 - A14861

Oct 30 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 4351 -	 4820 A14862 - A15331
1873	 Jul	 11 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 4821 -	 5420 A15332 - A15931

Aug 29 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 8001 -	 9666 A16932 - A17597
1875 Jan 13 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 5421 -	 5920 A17598 - A18097

Jun 11 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 9667 - 11333 A18098 - A19764
Jul	 10 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 5921 -	 6420 A 19765 - A20264

SERIES OF 1875

1877 Mar 12 Washington County NB, Greenwich, New York (1266) 1 -	 750 Al -	 A750 red

16 Westchester County NB, Peekskill, New York (1422) 1 -	 500 A751 -	 Al250

(Peekskill Original Series serials 9451 - 11333 and Series of 1875 serials 1 - 500 never issued)

Table 3. Highlights of treasury serial numbers used for the early Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 combination.

Bank
	

Treasury

Date
	

Bank	 Charter-
	

Serial
	

Serial

BROWN BACKS

Aug 15, 1882	 NB of Commerce, Cleveland, Ohio	 (2662)

Nov 14, 1882	 Merchants NB, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 	 (613)

Nov 14 1882	 Merchants NB, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 	 (613)

The following blocks were used in the order shown:

A , B, D, E, H, K, N, R, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, T, M,

AA, BB, DD, EE, HH, KK, NN, RR, TT, UU, VV

Mar 23, 1908	 Stephenson NB, Marinette, Wisconsin 	 (4137)

(last sheet issued to this bank was 8832 - V384420V)

DATE BACKS

Aug 1, 1908	 German NB, Cincinnati, Ohio	 (2524)

1
449

450

8900

Al
A1000000

BI

V384488V

Al

Table 4. Series of 1875 5-5-5-5 treasury serial numbering error.

Date	 Bank
	

Charter	 Bank Serials
	

Treasury Serials

Printed but destroyed:

Jan 6, 1881	 Cecil NB, Fort Deposit, Indiana	 (1211)

Jan 6, 1881	 NB, Elkhorn, Indiana	 (1236)

Replacements:

Feb 9, 1881	 Cecil NB, Fort Deposit, Indiana
Feb 9, 1881	 NB, Elkhorn, Indiana

	
(1236)

1501 - 2750
1 - 1500

1501 - 2750
1 - 1500

K999806 - K1001055
K1001056 - K1002555

N83431 - N84680

N84681 - N86180
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identical incident involving 100 sheets of 10-10-10-20 Brown
Backs.

Tradition Stumbles

By the end of the Brown Back issues, the full set 1 to
1,000,000 treasury serial numbering had become accepted
reality. The lettering of sets was largely conducted in alpha-
betical order using an incomplete alphabet. Furthermore,
precedent dictated that major design changes would initiate
new treasury numbers. The only exception ever made to this
tradition occurred with the changeovers in the 1882 Date to
Value backs, and comparable 1902 Date to Plain backs in
1908. Rather than revert to new beginning treasury serials,
they continued both the treasury and bank numbers. This
break in tradition has caused us collectors great difficulty
because the treasury serial ledgers for this period were lost
and we can't tell when the Date Backs end for many banks.

End of an Era

Treasury serial numbers were eliminated from National
Bank notes in 1925. The last ones were printed on Series of
1902 Plain Backs on August 22, 1925, which were delivered to
the Comptroller on August 27th. The order for this change to
the Bureau numbering division was a memo which read as
follows:

You are hereby instructed to eliminate the Treasury serial num-
bers from National Bank Currency and substitute therefore a
duplicate of the bank serial number.

John J. Deviny
Assistant Director Production for
Mr. Duncan, Director of the BE&P.

This change in policy obviously resulted from instructions
from the Comptroller of the Currency.

Credits

If you want an overview of the numbering of National
Bank notes but less detail than contained herein, read:
William H. Dillistin, 1956, A Descriptive History of National
Bank Notes 1863-1935, Private Printing, Patterson, New Jer-
sey, 55 p. The text from Dillistin's original work is lifted
virtually verbatim as the introductory section in: John
Hickman and Dean Oakes, 1982, Standard Catalogue of
National Bank Notes, Krause Publications, 1216 p. The
sources for both Dillistin's and my data are Comptroller of
the Currency ledgers listing receipts from the engravers which
are held by the National Archives, Washington, DC.

Little Bits

Branch Bank. Where money grows on trees.
River Bank. Where fish keep their money.
Inflation. A method of cutting money in half without damag-
ing the paper. (Submitted by Walt Mason from, Daffy Dic-
tionary by J. Rosenbloom)

The Green
Goods Game

Conducted by
Forrest Daniel

COUNTERFEIT BILL ISSUED

Washington, D.C., Dec. 30. —Alarm seized officials of the
United States treasury today upon the discovery of a remarkable
counterfeit five-dollar silver certificate, the most dangerous imitation
of American currency since the famous "Monroe head" $100 bill
was suppressed in 1898.

So nearly perfect is this spurious note that officials of the cash
room of the treasury declared it was genuine and unswervingly held
to their belief that it was a washed note. Herman Moran, assistant
chief of the United States secret service, detected slight variations
from the original, however, and stamped it unqualifiedly as a
counterfeit.

The note is so dangerous that it was brought to the personal at-
tention of Secretary MacVeagh and Robert 0. Bailey, assistant secre-
tary of the treasury. In the case of the "Monroe head" bill the whole
issue was withdrawn from circulation because of the dangerous imi-
tation. It will hardly be practicable to resort to this precaution in
connection with the new counterfeit because the $5 "Indian head"
silver certificate is so generally in circulation.

The counterfeit was discovered in New York City, where two
specimens were obtained by the secret service. Treasury officials have
undertaken to investigate the extent of its circulation, which is as yet
unknown.

Widespread warnings to the public were issued today by W. J.
Flynn, chief of the secret service.

"The general appearance of this counterfeit," said Chief
Flynn's notice, "is calculated to deceive even careful handlers of
money."

The imperfections of the note are detectable only to the eye of
an expert with the aid of a glass. Apparently it is printed on two
pieces of paper between which silk threads have been distributed.
The number of the specimen which reached secret service head-
quarters is E-69421I59.— The Beach (N. Dak.) Advance, Jan. 3,
1913.
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